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Take better pictures
Sick of returning home from a trip with thousands of hastily

snapped images that you’ll never have the time to sift through
and edit, let alone share? Whether you’re shooting for social
media, an online portfolio or the family album, investing a lit-
tle time and effort can take your creations from amateur to
incredible.

Stick to it: Read up on how to take a decent smartphone
snap; enrol on a photography course; join a photographer’s
meetup while you’re on the road; or take a tour that combines
travel and tuition.

Stop putting it off
Family, finances, your career... even fear. There are plenty of

factors that prevent people from travelling - but when valid
reasons become comfortable alternatives to taking a risk, it’s
time for a reality check. You have one life on this planet. Stop
making excuses and start making plans.

Stick to it: Whether you long for a round-the-world extrava-
ganza or simply a weekend away, it’s not going to land on
your lap. Identify your true barriers to travel and tackle them
head on. Strapped for cash? Start saving. Option paralysis?
Consult the experts. Worried what your boss will think?
Propose a trip that will boost your rÈsumÈ.

Learn to unplug
See it, share it. Try it, tweet it. The impulse to reach for your

smartphone can be near impossible to resist, even on the road
- but just as technology seems to have rewired our brains to
crave constant connection, travel can be the ultimate antidote.

Stick to it: Can’t go cold turkey? Minimise distractions by
deleting email apps and disabling social media notifications.
Rediscover the joy of writing postcards. Keep a travel journal.
Go for a walk without the safety net of Google Maps... and see
where you end up.

Travel responsibly
As global tourist numbers continue to increase (1.2 billion

international arrivals recorded in 2015 and counting, accord-
ing to the UN), understanding the impact our travel choices
have on the planet has never been more important. Luckily,
there are plenty of ways to go green.

Stick to it: You know the drill: steer clear of plastic bottles;
take public and overland transport where possible; choose
ethical tour operators who respect wildlife and give back to
local communities; reduce or offset your carbon emissions
(calculate your footprint at carbonindependent.org).


